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Abstract 
Particles traversing at small angles along a single crystal 
axis experience a collective scattering force of many crystal 
atoms. The enormous fields can trap the particles along 
an axis or plane, called channeling. High energy electrons 
are attracted by the positive nuclei and therefore produce 
strongly enhanced so called coherent bremsstrahlung and 
pair production. These effects could be used in a positron 
production target: A single tungsten crystal is oriented to 
the incident electron beam within 1 mrad. At 28 GeV/c the 
effective radiation length is with 0.9mm about one quarter 
of the amorphous material. So the target length can be 
shorter, which yields a higher conversion coefficient and a 
lower emittance of the positron beam. This makes single 
crystals very interesting for positron production targets. 

1 Introduction 
In linear e +,e --colliders the positrons have to be produced 
for every cycle, if no recirculation scheme is considered. At 
ihe positron source of the Stanford Linear Collider, SLC [1] 
a 30 GeV electron beam of up to 5 • 10 1 0 particles strikes 
a tungsten target producing about 60 positrons. Four of 
these are captured with a pulsed high magnetic field [2], 
accelerated to 210 MeV and brought back to the damping 
ring. After the damping ring the overall yield (= number of 
positrons/number of electrons ou the target) is about 0.7, 
below the desired value of 1.0 or more'for tuning margins. 

The main desired features of a positron source can be 
characterized by the following five points: It should pro
duce many positrons (1) with a low emittance (2) and also 
polarization (3) would be preferable. The target should 
stand the average and peak power (4) with the high me
chanical stresses, while a capture region should provide 
very high guiding magnetic fields (5). 

Other ideas, like using a helical undulator for VLEPP [3] 
or back-scattered Compton photons from a laser [4] ad
dress mainly the issue of polarization. Here the possibility 
of channeling crystals (see Fig. 1) as a positron source is in
vestigated, (compare also [5], where a crystal is considered 
only for producing photons for a normal target). 

Compared with a normal amorphous target, a crystal 
behaves differently: More positrons (1, compare numbers 
with the five desired points from above) are produced in a 
shorter radiation length (2, less scattering provides smaller 
emittance) and polarization (3, probably linear [6]) has 
been observed. The energy transfer of a particle to the 
crystal is less since it reacts with a whole string of around 
1000 atoms. So the target will receive less power (4), while 
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Figure 1: Principle of Channeling Crystal. 

/ / a particle beam hits a crystal under a small angle to one 
of its axes, a particle reacts with many atoms collectively 
and can therefore be trapped in a small region around the 
axis (or plane), called channel. The large number of par
ticipating atoms (around 1000J generate enormous macro
scopic fields of the order of E = lOTV/m (Ten-Volt) or 
B = 30kT (kilo-Tesla). 

on the other hand a crystal (but out of tungsten) might be 
more sensitive. The enormous effective fields which guide 
the particles in channels are more than three orders of mag
nitude higher than the normally used fields (5) in acceler
ator physics. The main characteristics are summarized in 
the next section and afterwards the detailed target consid
erations are discussed. 

2 Channeling Characteristics 
The phenomenon of the channeling of particles in crystals 
is a wide field of physics; an overview and more introduc
tions are given in [7] and references therein. The different 
behaviors with the energy of the particles, the character
istic angles of the beam to the crystal, the diiTerent kinds 
of particles ( e + , e - , 7) and corresponding theoretical ap
proaches are described. 

2.1 Different Particle Energies 
At low energies only a few transverse energy levels are 
quantum mechanically allowed in the potential valley of 
height f/o between crystal axes. At higher energies the 
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particles get heavier and more levels are possible, till it 
goes to a quasi-classical continuum. 

Particle Energy 7-Emission 
a: 
b: 
c: 

low as 10 keV 
med. K lOMeV 
highw 10 GeV 

Characteristic line spectrum 
" (more lines) 

Classical synchrotron radiation 

2.2 Important Angles at High Energies 
Different characteristic angles influence the behavior of the 
beam at 25 GeV (compare Fig. 2): 

1. Characteristic angle: So = °'i * 0.5-1.0mrad. 
TTlQC-

2. Lindhard ingle (maximum angle being kept in chan

nel): ij.<L = . / 2 t- ff, s; 100-200/irad. 

3. Gamma or pair production angle: I /7 ss 20/irad. 

4. Beam divergence: IT' = \fe-lfi ss 5/irad, (at it = 
5- lQ _ 5 rn rad , /? = 30m). 

Figure 2: Angles in a Channeling Crystal. 

Depending on energy different angles characterize the beam 
behavior in a crystal. 

2.3 e + , e o r 7—Beams w i t h ip < ipi 

In amorphous material the three kinds of particles in a 
particle shower behave similuly. In aligned crystals how
ever there are big differences: Electrons are channeled near 
the atoms causing lots of radiation, positrons are between 
atoms and photons are not channeled, but create lots of 
pairs below an angle of B0. 

2.4 Theoretical Approaches 
Depending on the energies, angles and kinds of particles 
different theories have been developed [8, 9]. The behav
ior of a beam hitting a crystal at large angles to an axis 
or plane corresponds to an amorphous target and the nor
mal Bremsstrahlung (BS) or for photons a pair produc
tion (PP) with a normal Bethe-Heitler rate (BH) occurs. 

At smaller angles (around Sa) the interference between the 
crystal axes or planes enhances the 7-production by coher
ent Bremsstrahlung (CBS) or CPP for photons. At even 
smaller angles below ^L (see section 2.2) channeling radia
tion (CR) occurs. It is different for electrons and positrons 
since electrons are trapped near the atoms while positrons 
are in the space between atoms. Although photons are not 
channeled, the corresponding channeling pair production 
(ChPP) [10] produce channeled pairs since I/7 < y>£. 

For different crystal material the pair production en
hancement over BH is twice at 120GeV for Si, 50GeV for 
Ge and 15GeV for \V [9], so it is only important at very 
high energies. Since the particles of high energies traverses 
along a large number of atoms, the fields can be averaged, 
leading to a constant field approximation (CFA). Photons 
create a pair in the field of the string rather than a sin
gle atom. The table below gives a rough comparison of 
the different theories with electrons in accelerator fields. 
A more detailed scenario of an electromagnetic shower is 
given in the next section. 

Pairs Photons Accelerator 
PP (BH) BS Bremsstrahlung 

CPP CBS wiggler 
ChPP CR undulator 
CFA CFA synchrotron light 

3 Target Consideration 
A positron production target should produce many 
positron in a small angle. The different channeling con
sequences are briefly summarized. As material a tungsten 
crystal in <111> axis orientation is considered. At high 
energies an enhancement for pair production in W is at 
15GeV twice BH and at 30GeV about 3.2 times BH. The 
shorter radiation length (normal is 3.5 mm) of 0.9 mm at 
28 GeV leads to a shorter target length with less scatter
ing (lower emittance) and less losses and therefore a higher 
yield = N[e+)/N(e~). Channeled positrons scatter less 
than electrons resulting in more yield and a smaller angle. 
Polarization has been observed. 

Single tungsten crystals can be made up to 10 cm long 
by 5 mm diameter with a small mosaic spread of about 
120/jrad [11]. It is assumed that a similar temperature 
and mechanical behavior of the amorphous tungsten metal 
will be found with single tungsten crystals. 

1 

r 3.1 Detailed Shower Evolution 
1 
f The following scenario of the e + , e~, 7-shower of a 30 GeV 

e~-beam in an oriented <111> tungsten crystal is ex
pected: At the higher e~-energies (30GeV) about three 
times as much photons have been measured after 1 mm 
length [14]. At small angles(< Vi) the higher energy pho-

s tons (> 15 GeV) may contribute to an enhanced pair pro-
- duction by ChPP (hard shower [9]). At lower energies 
s there is still CBS and more photons N-, than charged par-
- tides AT, are present, N-,/Ne w 11 [8]. These photons lead 

via BH to a normal pair production (only 7-production is 
;. enhanced = soft shower). 
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At lower energies the opening angle becomes as big as 
the Lindhardt angle and 80 (compare section 2.2): 

2/7 = 4>L = 
Wo 

ymac1 

Up 
mac~ 

B0 = 0.8mrad(forW). 

This energy of about 1.3 GeV occurs after about three ef
fective radiation lengths. At this point in the shower the 
enhancement of the crystal decreases and a second, normal 
target could be considered from then on [5]. 

But also another effect of the crystal can be used: Low 
energy channeled positrons scatter about ten times less 
with the crystal [15] and will leave it with a small emit-
tance (see below). Additionally there are transmissions 
from free states in transverse motion to bound states [15] 
increasing the number of channeled positrons. They oscil
late like in a helical undulator and lower their transverse 
energy states via characteristic channeling radiation. This 
damps their effective transverse emittance. It is interesting 
to look at the normalized emittance j£ of the channeled 
particles. With e = a~lf) = P<r'~ and assuming a low 
betatron function of 0 = 0.1 m and <r' = V'£, it follows 

7* = 7/3' 
2D'Q 

7"»oc3 
: 2/30o = 16-10- 5 mrad. 

The angular part is independent of energy, while the spatial 
part 

ts = 7— = 16 • 1CT5 mrad (for y = 16, a = 1 mm) 

decreases with energy, if the particles could be kept in the 
same channel. At very low energies, where 1/7 > ipi,, only 
a part of the positrons will be channeled immediately. 

3.2 Beam Power and Polarization 
Beam Power on Crystal The critical topic is the dam
age of the crystal by heat or stress and any lattice defects 
by radiation, which needs futher experimental investiga
tions. Fluxes of up to 10 1 S particles causes no noticeable 
radiation damage [12]. Since one particle reacts with a 
string of many atoms less power is transferred to the tar
get atoms. The vibration of single atoms round the string 
causes drrhanneling of the beam particles. If the target 
is cooled e.g. by liquid nitrogen even less energy is trans
ferred and more pairs are produced [16]. The observed Cu-
ciystals near the SLC target may lead to the hypothesis 
that an oriented crystal might be the most stable configu
ration of atoms in an environment of directed radiation. 

Polarizat ion Different hints and discussion of polariza
tion have been reported [6, 16, 17]. A planar channeled 
particle will radiate linear polarized photons. The desired 
circular polarization would be achieved, if the particles 
could be trapped around an axis in an oriented helical mo
tion. Helix-like crystals or crystals deformation of about 
1/rni wavelength might support such a motion. Or a nor
mal crystal is oriented in such a way that the beam di
rection, the crystal axis and one crystal plane build a left-
right asymmetry leading to different amounts of polarized 
photons. 

4 Outlook and Conclusion 
The enormous potentials in and of single crystals have been 
already and will be used more frequently in accelerator 
physics. With bending crystals SSC-energies could be kept 
in a PEP-like tunnel [18] and a TeV linear collider could 
be built within 10 m [13]. By starting small projects like a 
positron target, the confidence and experience in this quit, 
new technology will grow. The feasibility and advantages 
of single crystals as a positron source have been discussed. 
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